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Abstract—Adaptive software systems are designed to cope with
unpredictable and evolving usage behaviors and environmental
conditions. For these systems reasoning mechanisms are needed
to drive evolution, which are usually based on models capturing
relevant aspects of the running software. The continuous update
of these models in evolving environments requires efficient learn-
ing procedures, having low overhead and being robust to changes.
Most of the available approaches achieve one of these goals at the
price of the other. In this paper we propose a lightweight adaptive
filter to accurately learn time-varying transition probabilities
of discrete time Markov models, which provides robustness to
noise and fast adaptation to changes with a very low overhead.
A formal stability, unbiasedness and consistency assessment of
the learning approach is provided, as well as an experimental
comparison with state-of-the-art alternatives.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-functional properties such as reliability, performance,
or energy consumption are a central factor in the design of
software systems, moving from the niche of critical systems to
everyday software. Probabilistic quantitative properties, which
are able to characterize the uncertainty and unpredictability of
external phenomena affecting software behavior from the in-
teraction with the users to the contention on accessing physical
resources. For this reason, significant research effort has been
conducted in recent years about specification and verification
of probabilistic quantitative properties [1–7]. These verifi-
cation approaches commonly build upon convenient formal
models able to capture the probabilistic nature of the described
phenomena (e.g., Markov models or queuing networks).
However, most of these models are constructed at design
time based on initial assumptions about the software and its ex-
ecution environment. These assumptions might be invalidated
by unforeseen changes the software may undergo during its
execution [8, 9]. To handle this issue, probabilistic models
need to be continually updated during runtime [10–13] to
provide a current view on the running systems, supporting
also the runtime verification of the desired properties.
In general, designing time efficient and accurate algorithms
to keep a probabilistic model continuously updated during
runtime is an open problem, deeply investigated by the Soft-
ware Engineering community [12–15]. An early example is
the Kami approach [12] that uses a Bayesian estimator to
learn transition probabilities of Discrete-Time Markov Chains
(DTMCs). However, the longer a Kami estimator runs the
higher the effect of the historical data is on the estimation.
Thus KAMI is producing inaccurate results once the probabili-
ties change. The authors of the initial Kami approach have also
noticed this and have extended their approach with a change
point detection algorithm [16], which resets the estimation
once the observed transition probabilities have significantly
changed. Adding a change point detection method to Kami
significantly increases the robustness towards change, however
it comes at the cost of an increased runtime overhead. The
Cove approach [17] enhances Kami’s Bayesian estimator by
adding an aging mechanism to forget old information. Cove
results are thus more robust to changes, however the intrinsic
noise filtering capability of the original Bayesian estimator
is weakened by the aging mechanism, leading to more noisy
estimates. Cove has been extended with a procedure to au-
tomatically set an optimal aging factor [14]. In the area of
performance tracking, Kalman filters are configured and used
to estimate performance measures and to keep them updated at
runtime [15]. Kalman filters are well known for their ability to
reduce input noise and to provide smooth estimates. However,
this comes at the price of slower responses to abrupt changes.
A good trade-off between these two aspects usually requires
a non-trivial tuning of the algorithm’s parameters.
Trading off noise-rejection, prompt reaction to changes,
and computational overhead remains an open problem. In
this paper we propose a novel lightweight adaptive filter to
learn and continuously update the transition probabilities of a
DTMC that:
 is specifically designed to improve the trade-off between
smooth estimation and prompt reaction to changes
 is equipped with an online auto-tuning procedure to
robustly discriminate between actual changes and outliers
 is provably stable, unbiased, and consistent, with a for-
mal quantification of its convergence time and its noise
filtering strength
 requires a negligible runtime computational overhead.
We implemented our approach in Python [18] and formally
proved (cp. Section IV) that the algorithm satisfies the desired
properties. We further performed a preliminary experimental
evaluation (cp. Section VI) with common input data patterns
to highlight the strengths and weaknesses. Additionally, we
applied the algorithm to learn the operational profile of a large
case study [19] to underpin these results (cp. Section VII).
II. BACKGROUND
This section briefly recalls essential background concepts
for our approach. In Section II-A a formal definition of
Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs) is provided. In Sec-
tion II-B we will introduce basic definitions and assumptions
about statistical inference for DTMCs.
A. Discrete Time Markov Models
A Discrete-Time Markov Chain is a state-transition sys-
tem where the choices among successor states are governed
by a probability distribution. Formally, a DTMC is a tuple
(S; s0; P; L;AP ) [20], where S is a (finite) set of states,
s0 2 S is the initial state, P : S  S ! [0; 1] is a stochastic
matrix, AP is a set of atomic propositions, and L : S ! 2AP
is a labeling function that associates to each state the set of
atomic propositions that are true in that state. An element pij
of the Matrix P represents the transition probability from state
si to state sj , i.e. the probability of going from state si to state
sj in exactly one step.
The probability of moving from si to sj in exactly two steps
can be computed as
P
sx2S pix  pxj , that is the sum of the
probabilities of all the paths originating in si, ending in sj , and
having exactly one intermediate state. The previous sum is, by
definition, the entry (i; j) of the power matrix P 2. Similarly,
the probability of reaching sj from si in exactly k steps is
the entry (i; j) of matrix P k. As a natural generalization, the
matrix P 0  I represents the probability of moving from state
si to state sj in zero steps, i.e., 1 if si = sj , 0 otherwise.
Since P is a stochastic matrix, the sum of the elements
for each of its rows has to be 1. Formally, each row i of P
identifies a categorical distribution [21]. Furthermore, thanks
to the Markov property [22], these categorical distributions are
pairwise probabilistically independent, since the choice of the
next state only depends on the current one. This property will
be exploited in the next section to support the definition of a
localized learning approach of the transition matrix P .
B. Statistical Learning for DTMCs
The identification of DTMC models from the observation of
a running system is a well-known statistical problem [23, 24],
with relevant applications in many disciplines [22], including
software engineering [25–32].
In this paper we focus on learning the transition probability
matrix P of a DTMC, assuming its structure does not change,
i.e., only transition probabilities may be unknown or subject
to change [29, 33, 34]. Thanks to the Markov property, this
problem can be reduced to the independent learning of n
independent categorical distribution, where n is the number
of states composing the DTMC. This simplifies both the
monitoring and the learning tasks.
Several approaches have been proposed in literature, in-
cluding maximum likelihood estimators [23] and Bayesian
estimators [13, 35]. The latter have recently gained more
relevance for online learning thanks to the (usually) faster
convergence and the ability to embed expert knowledge in
the form of an assumed prior next state distribution [12–
14, 17]. Despite their ability to estimate the actual transition
probabilities, even in presence of noisy observations, for time-
invariant processes, most statistical approaches fail to promptly
react to changes in the transition probability. This leads to
slow convergence time after a change and, consequently, poor
accuracy and reliability of the estimates.
III. LEARNING THROUGH FILTERS
In this section we will introduce our online learning ap-
proach for DTMCs based on filtering. The input to our systems
is a sequence of measures representing the average transition
frequency from a state si to each state sj over a period of
observation. Calling k the k-th period of observation (also
referred to as time step), the average transition frequencies
pmij (k) at time step k are defined as nij(k)=
P
x nix(k), where
nij(k) is the number of transitions from si to sj occurred at
time step k. Since those counts are obtained by monitoring the
system for a limited time, we assume the observed frequencies
to include an additive zero-mean noise component, accounting
for both the uncertainty of the sampling procedure and possible
issues with the monitoring infrastructure (e.g., communication
delays). The values of the noise for each time step are assumed
to be independent among one another and, approximately,
normally distributed, with unknown variance [36, 37].
For the considerations stated in Section II-B, we will
instantiate a filter for each state, aiming at learning its next
state distribution. A similar approach is followed by most
state-of-the-art approaches for learning DTMCs [12–14].
To describe our approach, let us first focus in Section III-A
on the estimation of a scalar parameter not subject to any
constraint. In Section III-B, we will extend the approach to
cope with multiple dependent variables, whose sum has to be
equal to a given value. This extension is needed to handle the
structural dependencies among transitions of a DTMC origi-
nating from the same state. Finally, in Section III-C, we will
introduce an online auto-tuning procedure to automatically
adapt the change point detection mechanism of the filter to
cope with changing and unpredictable operation scenarios.
A. Learning a Scalar Measure
The goal of our learning procedure is to estimate an un-
known, time-varying probability vector p(k) from the (noisy)
measurements pm(k). The output of the filter will be an
estimate bp(k) of p(k). The simplest viable filter for our
purpose is a unity-gain, first-order discrete-time filter [38],
whose dynamics is described in Equation (1):bp(k) = a  bp(k 1)+ (1 a) pm(k 1); 0 < a < 1 (1)
For this filter high values of a (i.e., close to 1) provide good
noise filtering and smoothing, which is desirable to estimate
a stationary probability from noisy observation. However, the
tracking of abrupt (e.g., stepwise) variations of p(k) would
be very slow. On the other hand, small values of a (i.e.,
close to 0) would promptly follow abrupt variations of p(k)
but at the price of poor noise filtering. An example of such
behavior is shown in Figure 1. Ideally, we would like to have
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Fig. 1. Noise filtering versus fast change tracking for the filter of Equation (1).
a close to 1 when the p(k) is stationary, in order to obtain a
smooth estimation, while a close to 0 whenever a change in
p(k) occurs. Our goal in the remainder of this section is to
introduce our strategy for the dynamic adaptation of a, based
on the behavior of p(k), as we can observe it through the
measurement pm(k).
The strategy we propose is to control a in the range between
two asymptotic bounds alo and ahi. For a stable and non-
oscillatory behavior of the estimation process, we require
0 < alo < ahi < 1 (we will come back to stability later). We
want our adaptation mechanism to drive a toward ahi when the
process is stationary, and toward alo in presence of a change.
To distinguish these two situations, we propose to consider the
observed probability distribution of the input measurements
pm(k). Indeed, being produced by monitoring the process for
a limited amount of time (i.e., a time step), these measurements
usually show a certain degree of dispersion around the actual
value p(k). Let us assume for now we can quantify such
dispersion, and use it to define a threshold ethr  0 such
that an input measure distant more than ethr from the current
estimate bp(k) can be “likely” assumed to be the bad smell of
a change point1.
For smoothness reasons, let us define the value of a(k)
(the introduction of the adaptation mechanism made it time-
dependent) as:
a(k) = a0 +afa(e(k)  ethr) (2)
where a0 = 0:5(ahi + alo), a > 0 tunes the adaptation
speed (the larger the faster; default ahi   alo), and e(k) =
jpm(k)  bp(k 1)j and fa()< 7! ( 0:5; 0:5) is a continuous,
differentiable, strictly monotonically decreasing function such
that
lim
x! 1 fa(x) = 0:5; fa(0) = 0; limx!1 fa(x) =  0:5: (3)
To ensure that alo < a(k) < ahi 8emag(k) we choose:
fa(x) =  arctan(  x)

(4)
where  is a design parameter determining the gradient of
fa() around the origin, and, in turn, the “speed” of transition
between the two asymptotic values 0:5. Notice that the
definition of fa() in terms of the arctan() function satisfies
all the requirements stated above. Furthermore, the selection
of arctan() is typical [39], when arbitrarily steep transitions
between two values are required to be obtained through a con-
tinuous and continuously differentiable function. Alternative
1This intuition is used in several statistical tests about the mean of a
population and for the identification of outliers [21, 35].
definitions of fa() are possible, but their analysis is beyond
the scope of this paper. Higher-order filters can also provide
for a finer specification of the transition function, though with
an increase computational complexity and, in general, less
provable stability result. Our solution aims at achieving the
simplest strategy suitable for solving our problem, and with
the lowest possible computational overhead.
Combining Equations (1) and (2), under the assumption
that we have properly quantified ethr, results in the nonlinear
discrete-time dynamic equations of our learning filter:8<: e(k) = jp
m(k)  bp(k   1)j
a(k) = a0 +a  fa(e(k)  ethr)bp(k) = a(k)  bp(k   1) + (1  a(k))  pm(k   1) (5)
where in a mathematical sense pm is the input, and bp both the
state and the output of the dynamic system [37].
The filter in (5) is the core of our learning approach. In
the next section we will extend it to estimate categorical
distributions instead of scalar values, while in Section III-C
we will formally describe the online adaptation mechanism
that allows for automatically adjusting the value of ethr, and,
consequently, of a(k).
B. Learning Categorical Distributions
The filter defined in the previous section can be used to
estimate each single probability pij individually. However, the
obtained estimates for each row of P would most likely not
constitute correct categorical distributions (sum is not 1).
In order to ensure the estimation of correct categorical dis-
tribution of each state si, we will first estimate each probability
pij individually and then applying a convenient “correction”
procedure. This procedure minimizes the Euclidean norm of
the distance between the vector bp of the uncorrected estimates
and the vector of the corrected one, subject to a unity sum
constraint for the latter (and only positive probabilities by con-
struction). Formally, let bp andcpc be bp(k) = [bp1(k) : : : bpn(k)]0
and cpc(k) = [ bpc1(k) : : : bpcn(k)]0 Our correction procedure
requires to solve the following optimization problem:(
minbpc(k) (bpc(k)  bp(k))0 (bpc(k)  bp(k))
subject to
Pn
i=1
bpci(k) = 1 (6)
Using the Lagrange multipliers method to solve this optimiza-
tion problem [40], the Lagrangian of the problem is
L(k) =
nX
i=1
  bpci(k)  bpi(k)2 + 
 
nX
i=1
bpci(k)  1
!
(7)
and solving the corresponding Karush, Kuhn, and Tucker
(KKT) equations [41] leads to the (affine) correction formulacpc(k) = Fc  bp(k) +Hc (8)
where Fc = In   1nn
n
; Hc =
1n1
n
; (9)
and the symbol 1pc denoting a p  c matrix with unity
elements, and In being the identity matrix of order n.
In the remainder of this paper, we will always refer to the
corrected estimator for the transition probabilities of a DTMC
(i.e. bpij , bpcij), unless otherwise specified.
C. Online Filter Adaptation
The core element of the online adaptation mechanism is
the dynamic correction of the parameter ethr. This parameter
has to capture the dispersion of an input measurement pm(k)
around the actual value it is measuring p(k).
An effective and sequentially computable index of the
dispersion of a probability distribution is its variance. An
efficient and numerically stable algorithm for the sequential
(i.e., sample by sample) estimation of the variance has been
proposed by Knuth [42] and reported in Algorithm 1.
n=0; mean=0; m2 = 0;
for x in data do
n = n+1;
delta = x - mean;
mean = mean + delta/n;
m2 = m2 + delta*(x - mean);
end
variance = m2/(n-1);
Algorithm 1: Knuth’s algorithm for seq. variance estimation.
We adapt Knuth’s algorithm by executing the body of the
loop for each incoming measurement pm(k), and updating
the input variance (2). This way we can efficiently keep our
dispersion index updated after every new measure is gathered.
In order to compute ethr, we assume the input measure-
ments to have Gaussian distribution centered around the actual
measure and with variance 2 [36, 37]. We then want to
decide for each incoming measurement if it can be reasonably
explained under this assumption or not. To do so, we operate
similarly to a statistical hypothesis test on the mean of the
input distribution. Our hypothesis is that the actual mean of
the input distribution is bp(k  1), i.e., the latest estimate from
our filter, and try to decide whether the measurement pm(k) is
far enough from bp(k   1) to contradict our hypothesis. Since
the variance of the input distribution has been estimated, we
should refer in this case to a t-test [21]. However, assuming
enough measurements have been retrieved (as a rule of thumb,
at least 30), we can safely use a z-test [21]. After deciding a
confidence value , we can decide whether the last measure-
ment retrieved should be considered “explainable” with the
current estimation or the outcome of a change in the process
(it may also be the case of an outlier, but we will discuss how
to handle this situation later on). In particular, we assume a
change point occurred if
jpm(k)  bp(k   1)j

 z1 2 (10)
where  =
p
2 is the standard deviation of the input
distribution. Equation (10) can be straightforwardly used to
adjust the value of ethr after a new sample has been gathered:
ethr(k) = (k)  z1 2 (k) (11)
The decision about  constitutes a trade-off between a quick
response to smooth changes in the process and robustness to
measurement outliers. Particularly relevant for this decision
is the (average) number of transitions observed in each time
step: a small number will likely lead to noisy measurements
and increases the likelihood of outliers; in such case a very
small value of  is recommended (see also Section VI).
D. On the Filter Configuration
The filter introduced in Section III-A has four configuration
parameters: , alo, ahi, and . While the role of  has been
already discussed in the previous section, we will briefly (and
informally) discuss here how the values of the others affect the
performance of the filter. Some addition formal considerations
will be provided in Section IV.
Intuitively, there are two extreme operating conditions for
a filter: the probability to be estimated is stationary, or it
is undergoing an abrupt change. In the first case, we aim
at obtaining a “clean” and smooth estimate. This means we
would like a to be close to 1. If the input measurements
come from a stationary distribution they will most likely be
recognized as “compatible” with the current estimate (see
Section III-C). This will drive the value of a (asymptotically)
to ahi. Thus, setting ahi close to 1 will provide smooth
estimates of a stationary probability. Analogous considerations
can be stated for the case of abrupt changes, when the value
of a will be moved toward its lower bound alo.
However, while it is quite safe to set ahi very close to
1, bringing alo close to 0 reduces the filter’s robustness to
outliers. Indeed,  allows to set a threshold to decide if
an input measurement is not compatible with the current
estimate. However, there is always the chance that an extreme
measurement is over the threshold and brings a towards alo.
Thus, a more conservative choice of alo is recommended if
the input measures are known to have a high variance. A rule
of thumb to decide such value is that 1 alo can be considered
as the maximum degree of trust on a new input measurement.
However, setting alo > :3 may produce a sensible slow down
in change point tracking, and should be done carefully.
The value of  determines how “fast” to move from alo
to ahi and vice versa. High values of  are recommended
( 1000) to obtain prompt switches when a change occurs.
Finally, a hidden parameter to consider is the duration of
a time step. Indeed, longer time steps may allow to collect
more events within the period, which in turn improves the
quality of the input measurements (which are the transition
frequencies computed over each time step). However, since
the filter updates its estimates every time step, extending their
duration may slow down the filter reaction to changes.
IV. FORMAL ASSESSMENT
The proposed adaptive filter requires a constant number of
operations each time step, as easily observable from Equa-
tion (5) and the filter adaptation procedure in Algorithm 1.
Furthermore, the operations are mostly elementary floating
point operations, and only a minimal amount of memory is
required, making our approach suitable to be executed even
on low-power devices (e.g., embedded systems). An empirical
estimation of the actual execution time on a general purpose
computer will be shown in Section VI.
However, the low computational overhead was only one of
our goals. In this section we will formally prove several other
critical properties of our approach. The proofs will provide
a theoretical guarantee about its applicability and the quality
of its results. An empirical assessment based on selected case
studies and the comparison with state of the art alternatives
will also be provided in Section VI.
In Section IV-A, we will prove the stability of our system,
i.e., its ability to converge to a steady state equilibrium for
every constant value of the input. In Section IV-B we will
prove that our filter is an unbiased and consistent estimator of
the transition probabilities we aim at learning. In Section IV-C,
we will precisely quantify the ability of our filter to reduce the
noise in the input measurements (i.e., their variance, under the
weak assumption of Gaussian distribution) as a function of
the filter’s configuration parameters. Finally, in Section IV-D
we will assess the settling time required for our estimates to
converge after a change as occurred.
A. Stability
A dynamic system is asymptotically stable if there exists an
equilibrium point to which the system tends; i.e., for any given
constant input, the output converges to a specific value (within
a convenient accuracy) regardless of the initial state [37]. As
time tends to infinity, the distance to the equilibrium point has
to tend to zero.
Our filter is formally defined by the dynamic system of
Equation (5). In the following we will prove that the filter
always converges to an equilibrium value, regardless its initial
conditions and for all the (valid) values of the input measures.
Let (5) be subject to the constant input pm(k) = pm. The
corresponding equilibrium value bp can be obtained by com-
puting the fixed point solutions of the dynamic system [37]:bp = a  bp+ (1  a)  pm (12)
where a is the equilibrium value for a(k). This yields the
unique solution bp = pm (13)
since the case a = 1 is excluded by construction (Equa-
tion (1)). Also, since at the computed equilibrium e = 0
(because of Equation (13)), we can compute the value of a
as follows:
a = a0 +afa( ethr) (14)
Hence, for any pm there is one equilibrium with bp = pm, and
a given by (14). To prove the stability of all equilibria (i.e.,
the stability of the filter in every operating condition), we can
analyze the response of the system to a deviation from such
equilibrium [37]. We define the system output variation with
respect to the equilibrium value asbp(k) , bp(k)  bp (15)
Combining Equation (15) with the last equation in (5):bp(k) = a(k)  bp(k  1)+ (1  a(k))  (pm(k  1)  bp) (16)
Defining now the input variation with respect to the equilib-
rium value as pm

(k) , pm(k)  pm (17)
we havebp(k) = a(k)  bp(k   1) + (1  a(k))  pm(k   1): (18)
Furthermore, exploiting again the equilibrium,
e(k) = jpm(k)+pm (bp(k 1)+bp)j = jpm(k) bp(k 1)j
(19)
and the estimator can be rewritten in input/output variational
form [37] as(
a(k) = a0 +a  fa(jpm(k)  bp(k   1)j   ethr)bp(k) = a(k)  bp(k   1) + (1  a(k))  pm(k   1)
(20)
For the purpose of the equilibrium stability, it is required to
study the motion of (20) under the constant input correspond-
ing to the equilibrium, i.e., with pm

(k) = 0. This means
analyzing the system
a(k) = a0 +a  fa(jbp(k   1)j   ethr)bp(k) = a(k)  bp(k   1) (21)
Given the bounds on a(k) inherent to fa(), br(k) in (21)
eventually converges to zero irrespectively of its initial value.
Thus, all the equilibria of the dynamic system in Equation (5)
are globally asymptotically stable.
The stability proof guarantees the applicability of our learn-
ing approach under any possible (valid) input measurements,
in particular to learn the transition probability of any DTMC.
B. Unbiasedness and Consistency
Denoting with po the true (constant) value of the measure to
estimate, from Equation (13) and the stability proof provided
in the previous section it follows that
lim
k!1
bp(k) = po 8 bp(0) (22)
Hence, we can state
lim
k!1
E[bp(k)] = po and lim
k!1
E[(bp(k)  po)2] = 0 (23)
Thus the estimator is (asymptotically) unbiased and consistent.
C. Variance of the Estimate
Consider the case where the input measurements provided to
our filter are a realization of a white Gaussian noise input, i.e.,
a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 2w (i.e. the
simplest distribution allowing to arbitrarily set its variance).
For the sake of simplicity, assume a to be a constant value.
The ratio of the output variance over the input variance 2w
is the H2 norm of the estimator [37], i.e., of the linear, time-
invariant dynamic system with input pm(k) and output bp(k).
The Z-Transform of the filter’s transfer function [37] is:
G(z) =
1  a
z   a (24)
Its H2 norm can be expressed as
jjGjj2 =
vuuttr 1X
k=0
g(k)  gT (k)
!
(25)
where g(k) is the system’s impulse response, i.e., the inverse
Z transform of its transfer function [37]. In our case, then
g(k) = Z 1

1  a
z   a

= (1  a)  a k (26)
which leads to
jjGjj2 =
vuut 1X
k=0
(1  a)2  a 2k =
r
(1  a)2
1  a2 (27)
Note that jjGjj2 tends to 1  and 0+ when a tends to 0+ and
1 , respectively. This means that the output variance is never
greater than that of the input, and is reduced by higher values
of a. This is in line with the intuitive considerations on the
impact of large and small values of a provided in Section III-A.
D. Convergence Time
For an intuitive analysis, assume pm(k) undergoes a step
from zero to one, and that the convergence time kc is taken
as the number of steps required to drive the estimation error
magnitude down to the same threshold ethr used for switching
from the “fast tracking” to the “sharp filtering” modes of the
system, by moving a towards alo and ahi, respectively. This
immediately leads to determine kc as the minimum value of
k, s.t. aklo < ethr,
kc =
&
log ethr
log alo
'
(28)
V. RELATED WORK
Markov model learning and inferring of transition probabil-
ities of a DTMC has been widely used in different domains
[23, 24]. Two additional requirements for Software Engineer-
ing applications are the possibility of embedding experts or
domain knowledge and the ability of performing the estimation
online, by continuously improving on the prior knowledge
initially assumed.
One of the first approaches providing these features is
Kami [12, 13]. This approach implements an established
Bayesian estimator to learn the transition probabilities of a
DTMC online. It requires a low computational overhead and
provides high accuracy and noise filtering for the estimation
of stationary processes. However, it provides slow responses
in presence of changes [13]. The same authors [16] faced
the problem of change point detection, again following a
Bayesian approach. The resulting technique is designed to
operate offline on recorded execution traces. It is quite accurate
in identifying change points, however it involves the use of a
Gibbs sampling techniques to compute the posterior change
point distribution [43]. Such randomized method requires a
large number of operations for each change point probe. This
requires a relatively high computational power, which might
be too expensive to be deployed on many embedded system.
The execution time is orders of magnitudes higher than the
original approach.
In [15], the authors propose an approach for the continuous
tracking of time-varying parameters of performance models.
The approach is based on (Extended) Kalman filters [37] and is
able to estimate also correlated parameters, to take into account
nonlinear constraints among their values, and to embed a
prior knowledge about the distribution to estimate. However,
as reported by the authors, Kalman filters provide their op-
timal performance when the model describing the temporal
evolution and the dependencies among parameters is linear.
Despite having been proposed in the domain of performance,
the approach of [15] can be easily adapted to also learn
the (time-varying) transition probabilities of a DTMC. The
simplest way is to use a Kalman filter to estimate each single
transition probability and then to apply the correction strategy
we introduced in Section III-B for the transitions originating
from the same state. The configuration of the Kalman filters
requires specifying two parameters: the measurement error co-
variance R and the disturbance error covariance Q [15]. If we
estimate each single transition probability independently, the
two matrices reduce to two scalar values r and q, representing
the variance of the measurement error and the variance of the
disturbance error. Informally, a high value of r means a poor
information from measures, while a high value of q means
high drift expected for the parameters’ estimates. By tuning
these two parameters it is possible to define a tradeoff between
noise filtering (thus smoother estimates) and quick reaction to
changes in the estimated probabilities.
Another approach based on Bayesian estimation that aims
at overcoming the limitations of Kami in presence of changing
transition probabilities is the Cove approach [10, 14, 17]. The
basic intuition is to scale of each input measurement with
an aging factor that gives more relevance to recent observa-
tions [17]. In presence of a change, this input aging allows
to quickly discard old information and to give more relevance
to the new ones. The configuration of this approach requires
the specification of a prior knowledge for the distribution to
estimate, the confidence c0 > 0 on such an initial prior, and the
value of a parameter c which determines the aging factors: a
input measurement which has been observed t time steps ago
it will be discounted by a factor in the order of  tc . Cove
has been extended with a procedure to automatically adjust
the values of c0 and c [14]. In the special case for the aging
factor (c = 1) Cove reduces to Kami.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we report on the experimental evaluation of
our lightweight adaptive filtering approach to learn transition
probabilities of a DTMC. We will benchmark it against related
approaches with respect to (i) the estimation accuracy and
(ii) the time required for the estimations. Following from the
discussion in Section V, we selected for comparison the two
algorithms by Calinescu et al. [14] and Zheng et al. [15]. They
will be referred to as Cove and Kalman respectively.
The three approaches will be compared in this section on six
different change patterns. On the first part of the comparison
we will consider a selected case of each pattern for which
visualizing the behavior of the estimates and assessing their
accuracy. The scope of the comparison will be then extended to
a set of 7; 000 execution traces composed by both randomized
realizations of each pattern and combination thereof. Finally,
we will report on the computation time required by the three
approaches and discuss possible threats to validity.
Accuracy metrics. As accuracy metrics the Mean Average
Relative Error (MARE) [44] (similar to [15, 45]) will be used:
MARE =
1
n
nX
i=1
 p^(i)  p(i)p(i)
 : (29)
where p^(i) represents the estimate at time i, p(i) the actual
value to estimate, and n is the number of points.
Experimental settings. We implemented all the approaches
in Python (v2.7) and executed the experiments on a quad-
core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E31220 @3.10GHz with 32Gb
of memory and running an Ubuntu Server 12.04.4 64bit. The
memory consumption of the three approaches was negligible.
Our implementation is available at [18].
The three algorithms are compared on their performance on
estimating the next state distribution of a state of a DTMC
(i.e., a row of its transition matrix). The input traces are
composed by sequences of 30; 000 events. Each event is
an integer number identifying the destination state of the
taken transition. This destination state is randomly selected
according to known (time-varying) transition probabilities. For
the sake of readability of the experiments, the number of
reachable states has been set to 3. This choice does not affect
the assessment of the accuracy of the estimates for none of the
approaches, since the accuracy of the estimates is not directly
affected by the number of transitions. The comparison of the
execution times of the three approaches is also not effected by
this choice, since such time grows linearly with the number of
reachable states for all the approaches. Thus the comparison
is straightforwardly generalizable to larger problems.
Explorative Study. Figures 3a to 3f report how the three
approaches perform with respect to six change patterns. Before
going into details of these figure, we briefly discuss the
configuration settings for each of the three approaches.
Tools configuration. Concerning Cove, we tried both the
static parametrization proposed [17] and the adaptive one
introduced in [14]. The latter provides for an online tuning
to trade accuracy for change reaction time. However, since
the inter-arrival time of the events in these settings is constant,
the online tuning method does not provide significant improve-
ment on the optimal static configuration proposed in [17]. For
this reason we report here the result of the superior static
parameter settings with c0 = 1 and c = 1:01.
For Kalman, we set the parameter q to the square of the
maximum change to be captured in a single time step, as rec-
ommended in [15], which in our case yields q = 0:22 (notably,
Kalman filters are in general robust to bad initial values of
q by continuously tuning their behavior on incoming data).
Concerning the value of r just general recommendations have
been proposed in [15]. Coherently with them, we set r = q 1.
This is also common practice in the area of control [38].
The Kalman approach [15] has been developed for tracking
performance measures and is not directly applicable to the
constraints of categorical probability distributions for DTMCs.
Consequently, we used it to estimate each single transition
probability and then applied the same correction procedure
we introduced for LAF in Section III-B.
Concerning LAF, we configured it to have prompt reactions
to changes ( = 10000), to consider as outlier a measure
having maximum probability to occur  = 10 4, and to
provide relatively good filtering capabilities, both while the
estimated probability is stationary (ahi = 0:9) and during
its changes (alo = 0:3). Notice that higher values of ahi
would improve the noise reduction capabilities of LAF, but
slow down its convergence after a change. On the other hand,
lower values of alo would make the reaction to changes more
drastic, which has the counterpart of increasing the risk of
erroneously following possible outliers.
Finally, while Cove can update its estimates after each new
event, Kalman and LAF update theirs every time step. For this
reason we defined a time step to occur every 75 events. This
value is relatively small. However, a large time step may slow
down the reaction to changes (see Section III-D).
Experimental results. We executed and compared the
three approaches over six input data patterns that are
commonly used to evaluated the related approaches [14,
15]: Noisy, Step, Ramp, Square wave, Triangle wave and
Outlier. By covering these input data patterns we are
stressing different aspects of the learning problem.
TABLE I
SIX-PATTERNS BENCHMARK.
LAF Kalman Cove
Noisy 4.41% 4.54% 11.70%
Step 4.19% 8.51% 8.65%
Ramp 4.28% 7.04% 8.27%
Square 6.54% 21.47% 8.50%
Triangle 7.79% 12.84% 8.16%
Outlier 3.68% 3.78% 8.56%
The accuracy results
(MARE) for a single
run of all the input
patterns are reported in
Table I. For readability,
we report in Figures 3a
to 3f only the estimates
of the probability of
moving toward one target
state. For all the plots in
Figures 3a to 3f, a dashed grey line represents the actual
transition probability to estimate, while the continuous black
line represents its estimate. In the following we discuss each
of the six transition patterns and the performance of the three
approaches.
Noisy. For this case (Figure 3a), we do not sample from the
actual stationary transition probabilities but we add them a
white noise with standard deviation :01. For LAF and Kalman
this white noise adds to the unavoidable measurement noise.
After an initial transitory, both LAF and Kalman roughly
converge to the actual mean value of the estimated probability
(0.2) and provide similar values for the MARE index. In this
situation, LAF has not perceived any significant change in the
measures and is thus operation as a low pass filter with pole
in ahi. Hence, increasing ahi would lead to a slower initial
convergence, but smoother estimate, as it is for Kalman, whose
optimality properties in this scenario are well studied [38] (the
worst accuracy of Kalman is mostly due to the initial slow
convergence). Cove converges almost immediately, but with a
poor filtering of the input noise.
Step. In the step change pattern the estimated probability
suddenly changes from 0:2 to 0:4. Kalman provides the
smoothest estimates, though at the price of a slower reaction
to the change. On the other hand, LAF promptly reacts to
the change. Notice on Figure 3b the exponential convergence
toward the new estimate, as expected from the stability proof
and the settling time assessment of Section IV. The settling
time can be improved by reducing the value of alo. However,
too small values of it may lead to overshooting due to an
overreaction. While Cove reacts immediately to the change,
its estimates keep being noisy. Notably, in this case LAF is
about two times more accurate than the others.
Ramp. The estimate transition probability moves here lin-
early from .2 to .4 in 10; 000 time points. This situation is par-
ticularly stressful for the change-point detection mechanism of
LAF, whose ethr gets continuously updated until the variance
estimator converges to the new steady value. The accumulation
of the errors of the internal variance estimator and the main
LAF filter might lead to false positives during or right after
the ramp (as in Figure 3c around time 26; 000). In this cases,
a not too small value of alo (as a rule of thumb between :2
and :35) may reduce the deviation after the false detection
and allow for a faster recovery, as evident from the figure. As
expected from [15, 38, 45] Kalman can cope reasonably well
with smooth changes, however it is slower than LAF, which
leverages change reaction to perform step-shaped cuts of the
estimate error (see Figure 3c around time 15; 000 and 19; 000).
Cove reacted immediately to the change and has been able to
follow the ramp, though with the usual noise. Also in this case
LAF is about two times more accurate than the others.
Square wave. The square wave amplifies the issues relate to
the step change, by allowing for a shorter learning time before
each change. While Kalman suffers a slow convergence rate,
LAF and Cove follow the changes, again with Cove producing
a more noisy output. Under this scenario, the accuracy of LAF
is about three times higher than Kalman, while producing a
smoother estimate than Cove.
Triangle wave. In this case, smooth changes between two
probability values alternates periodically. With respect to the
case of ramp, the slopes are steeper, requiring a faster con-
vergence to the estimators. Cove can follow the changes as
quickly as for the ramp case. Kalman provides smooth esti-
mates, but its convergence time is too long and fails to follow
the repeated changes. On the other hand, LAF copes with
the continuous changes by combining a shorter convergence
rate of the adaptive low-pass filter with occasional step-shaped
error cuts triggered by the change point detection mechanism
(as already observed for the ramp). However, as for the case
of the ramp, the continuously changing distribution may lead
to the accumulation of internal estimation errors that increase
the chance of false positives (see time 20; 000 of Figure 3e),
whose effects are recovered by alo = :3.
Outlier. In the last case we artificially introduced an outlier
with the duration of 25 events. LAF and Kalman show a
negligible reaction to the outlier. This is both due to the
filtering actions of the two and to the fact that, operating on
a time window, the impact of the outlier is already reduced
by the preliminary computation the window’s transition fre-
quencies. Despite the triggering of a false change detection,
alo = :3 keeps the filter robust to outliers, making it achieve
an accuracy slightly higher then Kalman, whose effective in
filtering outliers is known [38]. Notice that, as for the case
of Noisy, the main loss of accuracy of Kalman is due to the
initial convergence. The very fast reaction to change of Cove
made it quickly follow the outlier, though recovering to the
correct estimate right after.
General comments. As final remarks, we noticed that Cove
provides a very fast reaction to changes, which make their
presence almost irrelevant as for the impact on the MARE.
This comes however at the price of having noisy estimates.
To obtain a similar behavior with LAF, both alo and ahi have
to be set to very low values: this way LAF will approximate
a low pass filter with a very small pole, which, looking at
the equations, would behave similarly to Cove. A well-known
problem of statistical estimation for probability values is the
difficulty of catching rare events, i.e. with probability close to
0 (or close to 1, since this implies another transition probability
has to be very small). This issue is present for the three
approaches. The stability prove of the two filters LAF and
Kalman guarantees that they will eventually converge to the
estimated probability, however, for such extreme cases the
convergence time might be longer.
Randomized pattern instances. To further investigate the
accuracy of our filter, we generated for each pattern a set
of 1; 000 random instances and analyzed the performance
of the three approaches on this broader set of problems.
Concerning the generation of the random instances: Noisy and
Outlier require to generate a baseline stationary distribution
and, respectively, the standard deviation of the noise (sampled
between :001 and :1) and the duration of the outlier (we
take as amplitude half of the maximum gap allowed by
the baseline distribution); all the other patterns require to
define two distributions and, for the square and triangle wave
patterns, the period of the wave (30; 000=n with n 2 [2; 15]).
The MAREs of the three approaches are reported in the first six
boxplots in Figure 3g. Notably, the results for all the patterns
resemble the accuracies reported in Table I for the exploratory
study, thus the behavior of the three approaches in each of
the six change patterns does not depend, on average, on the
characteristics of the specific instance of such pattern.
Finally, the last box of Figure 3g (VarMix) shows the accu-
racy of the three approaches on long traces (from 50; 000 to
500; 000 events) obtained by sequentially combining multiple
random instances of the six patterns. The duration and of each
instance and their oerder are randomized as well. The results
of VarMix confirm the earlier results of the single patterns. In
particular, Kalman suffers from the presence of fast changes,
while the MARE of Cove is not significantly affected by these
changes, but by the high noise of its estimates.
Runtime overhead. On average over 6; 000 runs, LAF,
Kalman, and Cove required 50, 80, and 126 ms to process
30; 000 events. Consequently, LAF reduces the runtime over-
head of Kalman, and Cove. Notice that LAF and Kalman
update their estimates every time window, while Cove updates
every new measure.
Threats to validity. A threat to external validity is the
use of predefined input data patterns for the comparison of
the approaches and the ability to generalize these results to
common traces of realistic software systems. We have selected
these inputs inline with common theory, common practice in
control theory to stress the response of dynamic systems (Step,
Ramp), and of filters in particular (Noisy, Periodic, Outlier),
and the related approaches [14, 15, 37] and could observe
similar patterns also in QoS data sets of web services [46] and
web systems (cp. next Section VII). Consequently, we argue
that a good performance for these basic input data types will
also results in a good general performance.
The threats to internal validity include obviously the selec-
tion of the parameters c0, c, q and r for the related approaches
and the number of events per time step. We have specifically
selected these parameters with defaults that are also defined
in the original papers. Furthermore, parameter sweeps other
the range of these parameters confirmed that they where good
choices for our experiment. Another threat to internal validity
is the implementation of the related approaches and measure-
ment environment. As can be seen from the experimental
setup we tried to avoid systematic measurement errors and
for the implementation we did follow the instructions for the
algorithms provided in the original literature.
VII. APPLICATION TO A REALISTIC PROBLEM
A common application of DTMC learning is to learn users
behavior for a software system (e.g., [47]). This problem can
be refined to the scenario of estimating the probability of a
user browsing from one webpage to another capturing online
log events. To evaluate suitability of LAF in this scenario we
took the open logs of the World Cup 98 website [19].
The logs spread over a period of about 3 months. The
website is composed of a total of over 32000 pages. We
mapped every webpage to a unique integer identifier. Each
line of the log includes a unique client id. To identify a
client session we set a timeout of 30 minutes after the last
occurrence of the client id to consider the corresponding user
disconnected. A session is thus described by the sequence of
pairs [time,pageId] visited by a client. During a session, the
client is expected to move from one page to another following
navigation links. For demonstration purpose, we show in
Figure 2 the online estimation of the transition probability
from the page “/english/teams/teambio160.htm” to the page
“/english/competition/statistics.htm”.
The monitored webpage has been active for about 33 days
for a total of 2835186 recorded transitions. We reduced the
granularity of the observations by applying a sliding window
of 500 seconds. Excluding the windows where no events
occurred, 14852 windows have been processed.
The gray line represents the transition frequency observed
during the corresponding window reported on the x-axis. The
black thicker line represents the value of the LAF estimate.
Since we do not know the real value to be estimated, it
is hard to evaluate the ability of LAF to capture the average
transition probability other than by visual inspection (indeed,
a proper computation of MARE would require to know the
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Fig. 2. Estimate of a transition probability from the Worldcup98 case study
(x-axis in time windows).
actual transition probability of whom the observed transition
frequencies are realizations). However, it is easy to recognize
in Figure 2 the occurrence of several patterns we analyzed
previously in this section for which a deep quantitative inves-
tigation has been provided. The execution time (over 5 runs)
to estimate the transition probabilities from the observed state
(5 destination states) have been 1703, 2177, and 15953 ms for
LAF, Kalman, and Cove respectively. Since Cove operates per
transition, its execution time is higher than LAF and Kalman,
which instead updates their estimates every 75 transitions and
performed inline with the results on the benchmark patterns.
Overall, with the new algorithm LAF we have been able to
process the data for this realistic case and we could confirm
the results of the experimental evaluation.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented a lightweight adaptive filter
for online learning of the transition matrix of a DTMC. We
proved it is stable and provides an unbiased and consistent
estimate of the transition probabilities. We also quantified its
ability to reduce the variance of noisy input measurements
and its convergence time after a change has occurred. The
filter introduces a minimal computational overhead, being
able to process 30; 000 events in about 0.05 seconds on
a general purpose computer. Its memory demand does not
depend on the number of events to be processed, and it is fairly
negligible. The experimental results show an high accuracy of
the obtained estimates.
We plan to extend this work along several directions. First,
we will expand the developed algorithm to other probabilistic
quality evaluation models, including queueing networks for
performance analysis, and integrate it into a general framework
for continual verification [10]. Second, we plan to increase the
order of the filter to further improve its ability of trading off
reaction to changes versus robustness to outliers. Finally, we
plan to investigate the combination of LAF with forecasting
techniques [46, 48] for proactive problem detection.
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(g) Boxplots of the relative error over 1000 random instances of the six change patterns and combinations thereof.
Fig. 3. First six rows: estimates of the probability of moving toward the first state obtained by LAF (left column), Kalman (central column), and Cove (right
column). Last row: IQR boxplots of the relative errors obtained over 1000 random instances of the six patterns and combinations thereof.
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